Photovoltaics plants in Frauenfeld, Switzerland, with audience appeal

Motivation

Parking lots can be used more efficiently if roofs with solar modules are installed. The roofs produce power and provide shade. If all suited parking lots are covered by roofs, the generated energy could be used to power roughly 20% of vehicles in Frauenfeld with solar electric power.

Implementation and results

On behalf of Werkbetriebe Frauenfeld, IEFE examined possible sites for photovoltaics projects with audience appeal. The goal for all facilities was to maintain their original purpose and thereby create a dual use for the space. The provision of shade in the areas was measured on site and its yield was simulated. This creates an unused potential of up to 510 MWh power per parking lot, which equals the power consumption of roughly 130 households.

- Selection of the sites to be investigated
- Measurements of the shade situation on site
- Yield simulation of the plants
- Financial calculations
- Evaluation of audience appeal
- Recommendations for the city of Frauenfeld
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